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Nature already uses atomic and molecular level engineering
within cells, organelles, tissues and organs to create a vast
array of functional structures. Engineers are beginning to
develop techniques which allow the creation and development
of a whole range of materials and structures which will have a
huge range of applications. Molecular engineering is a truly
multidisciplinary area involving biology, chemistry, physics,
mathematics, electronics, engineering, materials and ethics.
IJME addresses the fundamental science, process
technology and applications of molecular engineering.
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Topics covered include:
• Fundamental chemistry, biology, physics of
molecular engineering
• Modelling and simulations of molecular
machines and structures
• Cell and tissue engineering
• Molecular fabrication
• Tools and processes for molecular
manipulation

• Management of molecular engineering
processes
• Applications of molecular engineering
• Applications of molecular engineering in
micromanufacturing and nanomanufacturing
enterprises
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